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Introduction 

Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 

examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 

examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 

A selection of candidate answers is also provided. The reports will also explain aspects which caused 

difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor examination 

technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 

highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. 

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

Advance Information for Summer 2022 assessments  

To support student revision, advance information was published about the focus of exams for Summer 

2022 assessments. Advance information was available for most GCSE, AS and A Level subjects, Core 

Maths, FSMQ, and Cambridge Nationals Information Technologies. You can find more information on 

our website. 

Would you prefer a Word version?  

Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional? 

Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 

(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/subject-updates/summer-2022-advance-info-639931/
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Paper 1 series overview 

The paper contains two questions with no optionality. Candidates demonstrate their ability to apply 

analytical tools to texts in varying modes. 

Question 1 requires candidates to spend approximately 10 minutes reading an unseen text and then 

construct a purposeful, data-driven analysis of the use of language levels within the text, linking that 

analysis to apposite contextual understanding to comment on why the writer has used certain features. 

The brevity of this task demands that candidates use skill and confidence to make insightful judgements 

about what to include and what not to cover. Selection and organisation of material is as critical as 

offering precise, succinct explorations. Candidates often tend to rely on formulaic level-by-level analysis 

which tends to obscure the most interesting linguistic patterns. Standing back from the text and thinking 

hard about context before diving into word-level analysis will allow candidates to make judicious choices 

about where the richest material can be found. In this series, candidates were offered a Naked Wines 

marketing email to explore. 

Question 2 focuses on exploring linguistic connections and comparisons between different modes of 

communication. One spoken text will always be included and, for this paper, the candidates were offered 

a transcription from a News at Ten bulletin. Their companion text was a topically linked opinion article. 

Candidates are invited to explore the effects of mode across the two texts, focusing on linguistic features 

and the ways contexts and concepts shape and inform their reading of text construction. Mode, 

structure, audience and purpose can all be used as frameworks to contrast the use of linguistic levels 

across the texts. More successful responses usually construct a side-by-side comparison of the two 

texts, blending comments about AO1 and AO3 to demonstrate solid understanding of the differences 

between modes.  

 

Candidates who did well on this paper 

generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 

generally did the following: 

• Divided their time across both questions 
appropriately. 

• Gave equal weighting to both texts in 
Question 2. 

• Selected the most appropriate linguistic 
features for discussion. 

• Wrote with precision. 

• Weighed up a range of data in context. 

• Were tentative in their judgements. 

• Used language levels as a formulaic checklist. 

• Offered redundant introductions and/or 
conclusions. 

• Wrote uneconomically. 

• Considered isolated pieces of evidence 
without relating them to the whole. 

• Labelled features incorrectly. 

• Offer over-generalised conclusions about 
audience and purpose. 

• Offered simplistic judgements about context. 
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Section A 

Question 1 

All candidates understood the purpose and broad audience of the Naked Wines text which seemed to be 

accessible to candidates at all achievement levels.  

Many understood the synthetic relationship that the text was designed to reinforce but more successful 

responses were able to consider more fulsomely how this relationship was being constructed. The use of 

the vocative, Adam, was noted by many as was the nature of mail-merge communication and the 

persona of Eamon. Surprisingly few candidates identified the implications of ‘wine guy’. In considering 

the construction of this relationship, centres are reminded to encourage candidates to insert their 

conceptual knowledge with a light touch – less successful responses often overstate learned knowledge 

such as Fairclough’s theories at the expense of retaining precise focus on data analysis.  

Candidates wrote at length about the use of colloquial terms but analysis of register is a key 

differentiator. Those candidates able to see mixed register and who can contrast the use of terms such 

as ‘WAY’, ‘crikey’ and ‘chinwag’ with more subtle manipulation of terms that imply class belonging – 

‘further ado’, ‘stonking’ ‘a bit barking’- were able to offer more insightful analysis of the inferred ‘club’ to 

which the customer now belongs.  

Many candidates understood the need for Naked Wines to use marketing techniques to ensure their 

customer continues to buy product but were not always able to go beyond straightforward understanding 

to see how the language was implicating the customer in that financial relationship – for example, with 

the generous ‘top up’ to the account or with phrases such as ‘Insider prices’. 

Graphological features such as the bullet points were very frequently cited but such features in and of 

themselves are not necessarily helpful lines of enquiry. Simple comments about the bullet listing 

reinforcing the quantity of benefits available to the email recipient were not often developed. Much of the 

linguistic interest in the bullet points was therefore lost, including ‘Angel-only’, ‘Insider prices’, ‘premium’ 

or ‘wine nuts’ where richer material was available for exploration.  

Less successful responses tended to feature-spot for elements to label (the colloquial nature of ‘quid’, for 

example). This often leads to isolation of individual language elements but doesn’t create a 

conceptualised response regarding the purpose of the language as a whole, nor the way it is being 

shaped by context. Those candidates who saw the manipulative chumminess and inferred exclusivity in 

the text tended to get a lot further in their insights. It has been said before in examiner reports for this 

component that the best responses to this task always seek to work from the text outwards, rather than 

fitting the text to pre-learned knowledge or frameworks. 

It was impressive to see the range which some students covered, when they only had around thirty 

minutes to write their answer. Many responses considered a number of language levels, and found valid 

and often interesting comments to make.  
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Exemplar 1 
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The candidate’s opening is purposeful and immediately analytical. The suggestion that the email is 

designed to make you think you are drinking with a friend is perceptive and a useful frame for the rest of 

the discussion. The candidate helpfully notes the inclusion of features which mimic spoken discourse to 

create the ‘chummy’ relationship and correctly labels word classes such as adjectives. It is rare for 

candidates to comment further on lexical choices and this candidate does not always go beyond 

identification. It was also rare for candidates to explore the angel metaphor successfully as this 

candidate does - the comment regarding divine authority is insightful. Few candidates explored the 

implication of the wines being ‘Naked’.  

The candidate is less insightful on sentence structure and whole text structuring but the on-screen 

functionality is a useful suggestion in relation to context. The candidate slips into feature spotting with the 

paragraph on idioms – here, a more developed response would identify how idioms combine with other 

features of the register to construct a trustworthy non-corporate persona for the purchaser to interact 

with. The comment about what is inferred by the mention of the queue is a stronger example of the 

candidate making incisive comments about language in relation to context. 

Concepts are deftly handled with the candidate not labouring points on ethos or influential power. 

This response achieved marks in Level 5 for both AO1 and AO3.  
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Section B 

Question 2 

Almost all candidates understood the nature of news format and were generally comfortable with TV 

news discourse. The News at Ten ‘bongs’ have surprising cultural reach and provided a key anchor to 

candidates in both texts. Readings of the transcript, however, tended to take the report at face value as 

formal news. The informality discussed in Text C was not usually translated to a reading of Text B 

where, understandably, candidates tended to still see ‘formal’ discourse. One dimensional assumptions 

about the audience for Text B were often offered – candidates see demographics in very sweeping 

terms, frequently identifying all ‘old people’ as being interested in the news.  

All candidates understood that Text B was informative and many were able to recognise that, despite the 

spoken mode of the text, Bradby’s language would have been shaped by a script. The sensational 

nature of news was reflected in strong responses with the mix of factual and emotive language being 

considered. At a simple level, candidates commented frequently on the emotional nature of the Italian 

footage with ‘Oh God’ often cited. Discourse structure was a helpful framework for many candidates with 

the greetings, headlines, use of journalists and cameras allowing candidates to make sound connections 

between AO1 and AO3. Features such as micropauses tended to attract candidates’ interest more than 

the linguistic nature of the transcript – again, less successful responses sought features to identify and 

label at a simple level to allow them straightforward entry into data analysis. However, more successful 

responses considered the use of lexis, register and tone as well as these more obvious functions of 

spoken mode. 

Text C offered greater challenge to candidates and many responses to Question 2 were not balanced 

across both texts as a result. Candidates were sometimes able to identify the ‘broadsheet’ nature of the 

Independent and a few attempted to comment on its political leaning with some suggesting a lack of bias 

due to its ‘independent’ nature.  

The mimicking of the ‘bongs’ for comedic effect was considered by many and many candidates relied 

heavily on the discourse in this opening paragraph for their discussion. Fewer candidates were able to 

successfully frame their understanding of O’Grady’s cheeky tone, constructed using spoken discourse 

markers – ‘So’; ‘Actually…’; ‘But now look’ - alongside his use of low frequency terms within a mixed 

register. While most were not known to the candidature, the referencing of former news presenters was 

frequently cited as cultural references that engaged the – ‘older’ – audience. 

Comparisons relied on contrasting generic features of spoken and written mode with less successful 

responses variously citing features of one mode which did or did not appear in the paired text. Few 

candidates were able to relate the content of Text C to the discourse of Text B in a meaningful way. As 

for Question 1, where candidates rely less on learned frameworks and approach the texts in the paper 

with fresh and informed eyes, they are often more likely to identify the most meaningful points of interest 

for exploration.  
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These examiner reports have previously highlighted the most successful approaches to this challenging 

comparative task. Candidates who track discourse – comparing beginning, middle and end – often 

achieve balanced coverage of both texts. As for Question 1, the formulaic listing of language levels is as 

unhelpful for Question 2 as it is for Question 1, particularly as this generates an approach that merely 

identifies what one text has which the other lacks. Insightful comparisons are often generated by 

highlighting a shared contextual factor – such as the audience’s engagement with the news, for example 

– and then considering how the specific linguistic features in the text manipulate, construct or impact, 

that engagement.  
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Exemplar 2 
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The candidate opens with valid comments on context – assumptions about audience and purpose are 

suitably tentative. There is clear understanding of TV news discourse and how the interaction between 

speakers operates in Text B and the comment on Big Ben generating credibility is valid. The candidate 

does well to contrast this framing with the text-image cohesion in Text C to suggest that the use of a 

formal suit in the picture also lends authority to the newsreader being discussed – although this is 

somewhat undermined in the text itself. 

Discourse features are contrasted well. The candidate notes the semi-spontaneous nature of the News 

at Ten transcript and contrasts this with the chatty tenor generated in Text C with spoken discourse 

features. The discussion is framed well here and models a route that does not merely aim at feature 

spotting. There is some awkward focus where the candidate comments on the drunk demeanour of news 

presenters being discussed in Text C but ‘not.. in Text B’ however the candidate is attempting to contrast 

use of opinion, again framing their analysis through shared contextual factors rather than listed language 

levels. 

Not everything is accurately labelled but the response is nonetheless worthy of a strong Level 5 mark for 

all Assessment Objectives. The links made are conceptual and there is strong understanding of context 

in relation to linguistic patterns. 
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